
High Park
Deuchar Park, NE61 2TA

£525,000

EXTENDED FAMILY HOME - STUNNING CONDITION - SIX BEDROOMS
Brunton Residential are delighted to offer for sale this fantastic family home located on High Park, a
quiet cul-de-sac within the popular Deuchar Park estate in the market town of Morpeth. This substantial
home has been extended to the rear and side and is presented to a near luxury standard throughout.
Morpeth train station along with Morpeths shops, bars and restaurants are all within walking distance of
the property.
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￭ EXTENDED
HOME

￭ CUL-DE-SAC
LOCATION

￭ SIX
BEDROOMS

￭ GUEST
SUITE

￭ DOUBLE
PARKING

￭ STUNNING
CONDITION

ON THE GROUND FLOOR

Hallway

19'8" x 9'10" (6.00m x 3.00m)

Lounge

19'8" x 13'1" (6.00m x 4.00m)

Kitchen

12'6" x 23'4" (3.82m x 7.10m)

Sun Lounge

12'2" x 18'9" (3.72m x 5.71m)

Utility

6'7" x 9'10" (2.00m x 3.00m)

Study

15'9" x 9'10" (4.80m x 3.00m)

Hall

Shower Room

8'2" x 6'7" (2.50m x 2.00m)

Guest Suite

24'0" x 10'6" (7.32m x 3.20m)

ON THE FIRST FLOOR

Landing

Bedroom

13'5" x 10'6" (4.09m x 3.20m)

Shower Room

Bedroom

11'11" x 10'6" (3.63m x 3.20m)

Bathroom

Bedroom

13'8" x 9'10" (4.17m x 3.00m)

Shower Room

6'4" x 9'8" (1.94m x 2.94m)

Bedroom

9'2" x 13'4" (2.80m x 4.07m)

Bedroom

14'10" x 13'4" (4.51m x 4.07m)

Disclaimer

21 High Park
Deuchar Park, NE61 2TA

The property is accessed through a spacious entrance hallway with a floor to ceiling window and a staircase to the first floor. There is a
lounge area also with large window allowing for plenty of natural light while the feature fire place makes for a cosy evening setting. Towards
the rear of the property is the kitchen, this superb area hosts a range of wall and floor units with coordinated work surfaces and fitted
appliances, a centre island provides a perfect food preparation along with a informal dining option. The rear extension hosts a perfect formal
dining area, it has French doors to the side along with a large orangery style roof providing plenty of natural light.
To the side of the kitchen is a door leading to the fitted utility which in turn leads to the rear hall providing access to the shower room and
the guest suite with kitchenette.
The first floor begins with a large landing area, once again with a full wall window which lets the light flow throughout the upstairs, there are
doors to five bedrooms of ample size, one of which would make for a great master suite while another would be a perfect office space or
children’s bedroom. There is a tiled bathroom along with two, tiled shower rooms, perfect for a busy family.
Externally there is a paved driveway to the front providing plenty of off street parking while to the rear is a fantastic landscaped space
offering a mixture of artificial lawned, paved and decked areas with fenced boundaries and raised planted beds.
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Floor Plan

These particulars, whilst believed to be accurate are set out as a general outline only for guidance and do
not constitute any part of an offer or contract. Intending purchasers should not rely on them as
statements of representation of fact, but must satisfy themselves by inspection or otherwise as to their
accuracy. No person in this firms employment has the authority to make or give any representation or
warranty in respect of the property.

28a Bridge Street Morpeth, NE61 1NL


